25 DIFFERENCES
1. Wall clock time
2. Flower color in picture
3. Lightning mark on vacuum
4. Grandpa belt buckle
5. Cat’s eyes
6. Missing flower on end of vacuum
7. Height of lamp
8. Grandma’s necklace
9. Curtain tie-backs
10. Buttons on blue chair
11. Position of purple vase
12. Yellow dots on purple vase
13. Legs on orange chair
14. Wheels on vacuum
15. Position of feather duster
16. Angle of picture
17. Grandma’s hair
18. Sheer curtain bottom
19. Grandpa’s legs
20. Grandpa’s sleeves
21. Grandma’s earring
22. Curtain rings
23. Shadow on vase with plant
24. Falling leaves from end of vacuum
25. Dots on orange chair

O LORD, how manifold are thy works! in wisdom hast thou made them all: the earth is full of thy riches. PSALM 104:24a